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Story overview
narrowly escaping his burning house as a child, frey was taken in by havard, a peculiar man living in the forest. eventually old enough 
and as an avid astronomer, frey takes to wandering the forest studying the strange blurs that seem to slowly blot out patches of 
the night sky. Happening upon a small town, he makes friends and even gets a girlfriend, but ends up indulging in the wrong things. 
Eventually, he creates a monster he can’t escape.
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Having had a rough childhood he fragmentedly remembers, Frey enjoys living 
and playing with his bar band in Byton, a city in the middle of a vast forest, 
Glaswyn. When things start to seem off, he tries to venture out, but starts 
realizing that no matter what he does, there’s no escaping.

Hair: short, messy, black
Eyes: green
Height: 5’8
Body Type: med-tall, lanky
Other: branding iron burn
Style: punk, outdoorsy, casual

Frey Rapture
Personality: ENTP
Archetype: rebel / explorer
Age: 22
Origin: Glaswyn
Status: guitarist/vocalist in band
Abilities/Skills: musician, con artist

Likes: music, con artistry, drinking
Dislikes: people telling him what to do
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Chiyo, being Frey’s girlfriend, is someone Frey trusts. But when reality starts 
crumbling, frey begins wondering if he can really trust her when she seems to 
know something but won’t tell him.

Hair: long, pink
Eyes: pink
Height: 4’9
Body Type: short
Other: 2 sets of wings
Style: casual

chiyo
Personality: ISFJ
Archetype: lover / explorer
Age: 22
Origin: Byton
Status: seraph
Abilities/Skills: create/alter 
relationships

Likes: tea, books, dolls
Dislikes: being alone
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though often annoyed with being summoned by kids with obnoxious questions, frey 
intrigued him. observing frey’s less than desireable living conditions, Havard grew 
a fondness and sympathy for him. eventually, when frey ended up alone, Havard 
decided to trake him in, eventually introducing him to the bar in byton when he 
got older.

Hair: long, white, yellow tip
Eyes: yellow
Height: 6’6
Body Type: tall, lanky
Other: red makeup
Style: traditional looking mix of greek 
and japanese garb

havard
Personality: ENFP
Archetype: jester / caregiver
Age: 142
Origin: glaswyn
Status: ethereal
Abilities/Skills: teleportation, transform 
into fox, foresight

Likes: sake, peaches, books, pranks, jokes
Dislikes: children repeatedly calling on him for annoying questions
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Being the personiffiicationof joy, hedone loves to share it with others. Tonaire, 
a dodecahedron fflloating in space, acts as her playground, listening to snail’s 
music and playing with the space ram and time rabbits. traveling through the 
many doors that open to any location she wishes, she goes on adventures to 
spread joy.

Hair: black/pink bob
Eyes: teal/pink
Height: 3’3
Body Type: small, lanky
Other: horns
Style: pretty, frilly

HEDONE
Bubbly, Adventurous, Helpful
Personality: ENFP 
Archetype: Jester/Innocent
Age: 7
Origin: Orenda chimera
Status: Personiffiication of joy
Abilities/Skills: materialization

Likes: tea, drawing, music, sweets, adventuring, learning
Dislikes: bitter things
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kenkon
multidemensional ram
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rabbit of false time
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Samson is a pretty normal guy working 
as a bartender and keyboardist, except 
the bar he works for, smokehouse sheep, 
is a bar that caters to ethereal beings. 
He’s also dating one, delilah. otherwise, 
just a normal, happy-go-lucky college 
student.

samson moran
Personality: Happy, Kind
Archetype: Caregiver
Age: 21
Origin: Byton
Status: Alchemist bartender, keyboardist, 
chemestry student
Skills: alchemy, mixology, music, 
herbology
Style: Hipster

Likes: cats, Delilah, making cool mix drinks, IPA beers
Dislikes: mediocre drinks, when an experiment doesn’t turn out right
Place of work: smokehouse sheep

minor characters
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delilah runs smokehouse sheep serving 
other ethereals alongside samson.

delilah
Personality: Aloof, Cute
Archetype: Magician
Age: 22
Origin: byton
Status: Witch bartender
Skills: witchcraft, demonology, occult, 
mixology, herbology
Style: comfy, nu goth, dash of shaman

Likes: creeping others out, bats, learning about the ethereals
dislikes: sassy demons
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trying to get through college, Jamie 
manages moledro cafe & bookstore, “from 
new to velichor”, on the side. though a bit 
blunt and cold with often strong opinions, 
chiyo enjoys visiting and chatting about 
human relationships with Jamie.

jamie caldwell
Personality: Blunt, Logical
Archetype: Sage
Age: 24
Origin: Glaswyn
Status: Barista, mortuary science student
Skills: baking, making tea and coffee, 
caring for cats
Style: casual T-shirt, jeans, dogtag, lab 
coat

Likes: books, coffee, cats, logic games, chatting with customers
Dislikes: ignorant/whiney people, annoying social/political movements
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now an ex-famous musician, cat solely 
plays shows at the bar singing and 
playing guitar. Though she likes frey, she 
knows an actual relationship wouldn’t 
work.

CATHERINE STEELE
Personality: Enthusiastic, Sarcastic
Archetype: Seeker
Age: 26
Origin: New Zealand
Status: band lead
Skills: singing, songwriting, guitar
Style: casual goth/rock

Likes: music, gummy bears, challenges, smoking, games
Dislikes: haughty people
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Levi’s a pretty chill dude. Playing as a 
drummer in the smokehouse sheep band, he 
also makes a little cash selling. on his 
days off, he can be found playing video 
games or chilling with the gang.

LEVI YORK
Personality: Down to Earth, Imaginative
Archetype: Magician
Age: 28
Origin: New York
Status: drummer, dealer
Skills: music, art, video games
Style: casual graphic Tees and jeans

Likes: mandalas, music, drawing, video games, donuts, conspiracy theories
Dislikes: overly anxious people
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a bit older than the others, chris only 
plays in the band as a hobby. he mainly 
works at a local brewery to support 
himself, his daughter, and helps the band’s 
rent.

CHRIS VINSON
Mature, Adventurous
Archetype: Regular Guy
Age: 42
Origin: Glaswyn
Status: bassist, father, factory worker
Skills: music, labor work, outdoorsmanship
Style: rugged, lumberjack/outdoorsy

Likes: beer, music, reading the newspaper, coffee
Dislikes: not being able to keep up with modern fads
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Software: Photoshop, Indesign,  Alchemy

Materials: watercolor, ink
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